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Planetary materials are characterized by specific abundances 
of moderately volatile lithophile elements, with volatile element 
depletions observed in differentiated bodies and most chondrite 
groups when compared to CI chondrites [1]. The origin of this 
volatile element depletions is, however, still debated. Stable 
isotope compositions of moderately volatile elements can be used 
to trace the origin of volatile element abundance variations 
among planetary materials.  

Zinc is a moderately volatile element with a 50% 
condensation temperature of ~730 K [2]. The Zn isotopic 
composition of terrestrial igneous rocks is very limited in range 
and clustered within 0.2<δ66Zn<0.4 [3], where δ66Zn is the permil 
deviation of the 66Zn/64Zn ratio from the JMC-Lyon standard. 
The only exceptions are significantly volatile-depleted samples, 
including the Moon and terrestrial impact rocks, which display 
heavy Zn isotope compositions possibly indicating Zn isotope 
fractionation during evaporation [4, 5]. Luck et al. [6] found a 
negative correlation between δ66Zn and 1/Zn among CV, CM, 
CO, and CI chondrites, opposite to what is expected if 
evaporation was the cause of Zn abundance variations between 
chondrite groups. This finding, however, suggests that the 
volatile element variability in chondrites was caused by nebula 
processes. 

We have analyzed the Zn isotopic composition of an 
extended range of carbonaceous chondrites: CI (3), CM (4), CO 
(5), CV (4), CR (1), and 4 CK will be measured next. All 
analyzed bulk samples define a negative correlation in a δ66Zn vs 
Mg/Zn or Ca/Zn plot, which further confirms that Zn abundance 
variations between carbonaceous chondrites is not due to 
evaporation but rather due to nebula processes.  

In addition, we will present chondrules and matrix data for 
both Allende (CV) and Mokoia (CV) to test for isotopic 
complementarity between condritic components. 
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